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This document is designed to compliement the Rebellion
Rules and the Forces of the Rebellion army lists for
wargaming the First Scottish War of Independence by
eBob Miniatures.

FotR (Forces of the Rebellion) presents the player with
suitable army lists for gaming various scenarios
appropriate to the period. The profiles presented here flesh
out the heroes and the warriors listed in FotR and give the
detail required to play the game using the Rebellion rules.

Each warrior type or hero has a list of characteristics and
abilities which define the character and also lists various
equipment, arms and armour options available. However, if
the players are using armies generated from the FotR lists
then the equipment options shown in FotR take precedence
over the possible options shown here.

For example, the Lowlander profile shows equipment
options including shield, short bow and pike, however
FotR shows that if the warrior is being taken as a pikeman
then he is not permitted to also carry a bow. Likewise
Lowlander archers are not permitted to take a shield etc.

For many of the army lists in FotR it is not possible to
comprehensively list all of the famous named heroes that
may have taken part in certain campaigns such as the battle
of Falkirk or Bannockburn, and so only 3 or 4 heroes may
be listed in FotR. Each hero listed here in the profiles
shows the army lists for which he may be taken.

If players have done their own research and have identified
a named hero that took part in a particular campaign, they
are encouraged to generate a random hero profile using the
rules in the main rules document and include the hero in
their army.

The profiles also indicate wether a warrior or hero is
appropriate for either and Early or Late force, or both and
the primary alliance is also shown. Some heroes such as
Robert de Brus, Earl of Carrick may be taken by either the
Scottish player or the English player as he fought on both
sides at various times during the period. These heroes are
less expensive than other heroes of similar strength
because of the possibility of defection. If both players
choose to include the same hero refer to the defections
section of the main rules document.

Note that equipment items shown as costing 0pts are free
and may be included even if not listed as an option under
the Forces of Rebellion army list.

‘Robert de Brus’ illustrated by Murray A. Robertson 
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Rebellion

Scottish Warriors
Highlander
Points Cost: 5 (light infantry/light cavalry)
Primary Allegiance: Scotland
Historical Period: Early and Late
AC Armour Class 2  
SK Skill 3
ST Stamina 1
C Courage 3

Weapons & armour options:
Sidearm (short sword/axe) 0pts  d6
Two-handed sword 2pts  (d8+1)
Pole-arm(halberd) 2pts  (d6+1)
Spear 1pt  (d6)
Small shield 1pt 
Small bow 1pt
Light horse 5pts 

Highlanders are fiercely brave warriors but lightly armed. All
Highlanders are armed with a sidearm.

Highland Woodsman
Points Cost: 4 (light infantry)
Primary Allegiance: Scotland
Historical Period: Early and Late
AC Armour Class 1  
SK Skill 2
ST Stamina 1
C Courage 2

Weapons & armour options:
Short bow 1pt
Pole-arm (pitch fork) 1pt (d6)
Spear 1pt (d6)

Highland Woodsmen are unarmoured peasant warriors, lightly
armed but of stout heart.

Highlander Veteran Warrior
Points Cost: 8 (light infantry/light cavalry)
Primary Allegiance: Scotland
Historical Period: Early and Late
AC Armour Class 4  
SK Skill 3
ST Stamina 1
C Courage 4

Weapons & armour options:
Sidearm (short sword/axe) 0pts d6
Two-handed sword 2pts (d8+1)
Pole-arm(Halberd) 2pts (d6+1)
Spear 1pt (d6)
Small shield 1pt 
Light horse 5pts 

Highlander veterans fight using the rules for veteran warriors.
They are battle hardened warriors and heavily armed wearing
chainmail. Highlander veterans carry a sidearm for personal
protection fighting in combat with a d6. Despite having heavy
chainmail and padded armour, the Highlanders are classed as
light infantry because of their bare-legged and unencumbered
manner of dress.

Highlander Veteran Bodyguard
Points Cost: 9 (light infantry/light cavalry)
Primary Allegiance: Scotland
Historical Period: Early and Late
AC Armour Class 4  
SK Skill 3
ST Stamina 1
C Courage 5

Weapons & armour options:
Sidearm (short sword/axe) 0pts d6
Two-handed sword 2pts (d8+1)
Pole-arm(Halberd) 2pts (d6+1)
Spear 1pt (d6)
Small shield 1pt 
Light horse 5pts 
Veterans Bodyguards fight using the rules for veteran warriors.
Highlander Bodyguards will automatically pass unit morale tests
provided the Leader of the army (the King or the hero with the
highest Leadership score at the start of the game) is alive and
present on the table.

Highland Piper-boy
Points Cost: 9 (light infantry)
Primary Allegiance: Scotland
Historical Period: Early and Late
AC Armour Class 1  
SK Skill 2
ST Stamina 1
C Courage 2

Weapons & armour options:
Sidearm (dirk) 0pts
Bag-pipes 0pt
The surreal sound of the pipes droning over the fierce sound of
battle is an inspiration to the loyal Scots who are fighting for their
freedom against oppression. Any unit that includes a piper gains
an additional +1 to their morale score even if this takes them up
to 10 (normally 9 is the maximum score for unit morale). In
addition, any model making a courage test within 6" of a friendly
piper will also gain +1 to his normal courage. A piper-boy may be
added to any army that includes Highlanders of any description.

Lowlander Levie
Points Cost: 4 (light infantry)
Primary Allegiance: Scotland
Historical Period: Early and Late
AC Armour Class 1  
SK Skill 2
ST Stamina 1
C Courage 2

Weapons & armour options:
Sidearm (short sword/axe) 0pts d6
Spear 1pt (d6)
Short bow 1pt
Pole-arm (pitch fork) 2pts (d6+1)

Lowlanders Levies carry a sidearm for personal protection
fighting in combat with a d6. 
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